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FEATURERETROSPECTIVE

WIPPIT GOOD?

Wippit real good, argues founder
Paul Myers, exactly 10 years
after the pioneering digital
music service was launched

DIGITAL

n BY PAUL MYERS, WIPPIT FOUNDER

n October 2001 the world’s first and, as it
turned out, only P2P music subscription service
Wippit was launched.
We’d been working for a year on a legal
alternative to those darned internet pirates that
were about to sink the good ship Music Biz and
the wind blew favourably in our direction.
Everything would be good. Wippit, we thought,
could be just what consumers and the
entertainment industry needed and here we were;
we had arrived just in time. Not everyone saw it
that way, though.
To put the timing into perspective and
acknowledge how far we’ve come, when we
launched Wippit the iPod had not yet been
announced, the mammoth beast that we call
iTunes did not yet sell music and the major labels
were yet to offer a single digital download from
their massive, dusty catalogues.
Only a few months before I had met a majorlabel exec in charge of his company’s worldwide
digital strategy and he told me that “MP3s will
never catch on”. He wasn’t even smiling. He was
serious. Perhaps I should have seen that the game
was up when he revealed that he didn’t write his
own emails, but preferred to dictate them to his
secretary – and that he read incoming emails
from the printed page. (In case you’re wondering,
he still holds a senior position in a major record
company.)
In spite of this earth-shattering early warning,
we ploughed on and announced Wippit was
coming in the spring of 2001. Music Week ran a
headline piece – ‘Wippit whips up a storm’.
At a music conference in Barcelona, I
announced our intentions to do for the music
industry what we’d done for internet access with
X-Stream, the first free ISP. I was offered €9m
(£6m) for Wippit by a company listed on the
Milan stock exchange. We hadn’t even signed a
single label deal or built the P2P software yet – it
was all still theory. I told them this and they
weren’t phased. They knew we were ahead of the
game and wanted in. I thought at the time
that if this is worth nine big ones now, it
must be worth a hundred within a
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“I was offered €9m for Wippit by
a company listed on the Milan
stock exchange. I thought at the
time we’d be worth a hundred
[million] within a year...”
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Download:
At a time when
‘download’ was a
dirty word,
trailblazing Wippit
put it at the heart
of a new music
festival in 2003.
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year and turned down the offer, preferring to
pursue our dream as a solo act.
And so it was on October 4, 2001,
with 30 forward-thinking independent
record labels, Wippit gave the world
an ‘all-you-can-eat’ music subscription
service for £10 a month (hey, you’re
welcome Spotify). In its own little way
it changed how the world consumed
music forever.
It took a couple of years for Wippit to
convince the last of the hold-out majors to get
on board. This was only after we dropped the
P2P element and adopted a central server
architecture and promised only to offer their
content outside the subscription, in DRM’d
WMA format.
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Wippit came online
as a legal
alternative
seven months
after the music
industry’s bête
noir, Napster, had
hit its 26.4 million
user peak

Eventually we became the largest supplier of
legal MP3s in Europe, the second largest online
music retailer in the UK after iTunes, the first
company in Europe to offer movie downloads,
then the first with mobile movie downloads
and music video (and that was six years ago) as
well as a ton of other things – like being the
‘download’ behind the first Download
Festival. There was nothing we did that we
didn’t do first.
I left the company at the end of 2007 to
pursue other projects (creating apps with Bappz
and continuing to produce podcasts for Playback
Media – something that started well at Wippit,
went off the rails, but has now gone on to prosper
way beyond the original plan).
Sadly, Wippit was laid to rest nine months
later in September 2008, just short of its seventh
birthday. It may not be missed or even known by
some, but without it there’s a whole lot of things
that might be done differently now. Then again,
you might still be polishing a CD that keeps
skipping, in which case the last 10 years just
didn’t happen.
Thanks to the great team of believers who
were there at the start of another one of my
stupid ideas.
You have a place in history.

